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New weighing matrices and orthogonal designsconstructed using two sequences with zeroautocorrelation function - a reviewChristos Koukouvinos Jennifer SeberryDepartment of Mathematics School of IT and Computer ScienceNational Technical University of Athens and University of WollongongZografou 15773, Athens NSW 2522Greece AustraliaAbstractThe book, Orthogonal Designs: Quadratic Forms and Hadamard Matri-ces, Marcel Dekker, New York-Basel, 1979, by A. V. Geramita and JenniferSeberry, has now been out of print for almost two decades. Many of theresults on weighing matrices presented therein have been greatly improved.Here we review the theory, restate some results which are no longer availableand expand on the existence of many new weighing matrices and orthogonaldesigns of order 2n where n is odd.We give a number of new constructions for orthogonal designs. Thenusing number theory, linear algebra and computer searches we nd newweighing matrices and orthogonal designs.We have reviewed completely the weighing matrix conjecture for orders2n, n  35, n odd. The previously known results for weighing matrices forn  21 are summarized here, and new result given, leaving 3 unresolvedcases.The results for weighing matrices for n  23 are presented here for therst time. For orders n, 23  n  25, 3 remain unsolved as do a further106 cases for orders 27  n  49. We also review completely the orthogonaldesign conjecture for two variables in orders  2(mod 4). The results fororders 2n; n odd, 15  n  33 being given here for the rst time.Key words and phrases: Weighing matrices, orthogonal design, sequences,autocorrelation, construction, algorithm.AMS Subject Classication: Primary 05B20, Secondary 62K05, 62K101 IntroductionAn orthogonal design A, of order n, and type (s1; s2; : : : ; su), denotedOD(n; s1; s2; : : : ; su), on the commuting variables (x1;x2; : : : ;xu; 0); is asquare matrix of order n with entries xk where for each k xk occurs sk times ineach row and column and such that the distinct rows are pairwise orthogonal.In other words AAT = (s1x21 +   + sux2u)Inwhere In is the identity matrix. It is known that the maximum number ofvariables in an orthogonal design is (n), the Radon number, dened by (n) =8c+ 2d, where n = 2ab, b odd, and a = 4c+ d; 0  d < 4.1
A weighing matrix W = W (n; k) is a square matrix with entries 0, 1 havingk non-zero entries per row and column and inner product of distinct rows zero.Hence W satises WWT = kIn, and W is equivalent to an orthogonal designOD(n; k). The number k is called the weight of W .Weighing matrices have long been studied because of their use in weighingexperiments as rst studied by Hotelling [14] and later by Raghavarao [17] andothers [3, 24].Given a set of ` sequences, the sequences Aj = faj1; aj2; :::; ajng, j = 1; : : : ; `,of length n the non-periodic autocorrelation function NA(s) is dened asNA(s) = X̀j=1 n sXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; :::; n  1: (1)If Aj(z) = aj1+aj2z+ : : :+ajnzn 1 is the associated polynomial of the sequenceAj , thenA(z)A(z 1) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 nXk=1 ajiajkzi k = NA(0) + X̀j=1 n 1Xs=1NA(s)(zs + z s): (2)Given A`, as above, of length n the periodic autocorrelation function PA(s) isdened, reducing i+ s modulo n, asPA(s) = X̀j=1 nXi=1 ajiaj;i+s; s = 0; 1; :::; n  1: (3)For the results of this paper generally PAF is sucient. However NPAFsequences imply PAF sequences exist, the NPAF sequence being padded at theend with sucient zeros to make longer lengths. Hence NPAF can give moregeneral results.Notation. We use the following notation throughout this paper1. We use a to denote  a.2. Z* means the reverse of the sequence Z, for exampleZ = fz1; z2; :::; zng and Z = fzn; zn 1; :::; z2; z1g:3. [X=Y ] means the interleaved sequencex1; y1; x2; y2;    ; xn; ynand [0=Y=0m] means the interleaved sequence0; y1; 0m; 0; y2; 0m;    ; 0; yn; 0m:4. We will say that two sequences of variables are directed if the sequenceshave zero autocorrelation function independently from the properties ofthe variables, i.e. they do not rely on commutativity to ensure zero au-tocorrelation, For example fa; bg and fa; bg are directed sequences whilefa; bg and fb; ag are not directed.2
5. X = fx1; x2; :::; xng and Y = fy1; y2; :::; yng are two disjoint sequences if atleast one of each pair xi; yi is non-zero.6. Two sequences, of length n, will be said to be of type (s; t) if the sequencesare composed of two variables, say a and b, and a and  a occur a totalof s times and b and  b occur a total of t times. Such sequences will beused as the rst rows of two circulant matrices in Theorem 5 to obtain anOD(2n; s; t). The sequences are said to be of type (0;1) and weight w ifthey have a total of w non-zero elements and will be used as the rst rowsof two circulant matrices in Theorem 5 to obtain a W (2n; w).2 Necessary Conditions and ConjecturesIn this paper we concentrate on weighing matrices in orders 2n  2(mod 4). Therst work towards this conjecture appears in [25].We have two theoretical necessary conditionsTheorem 1 (Geramita and Seberry [10]) If there is an OD(2n; s1; s2), nodd, then s1 + s2 < n. Also s1, s2 and s1 + s2 are each the sum of two squares.Corollary 1 If there is a W (2n; k), n odd, then k < n and k is the sum of twosquares.Theorem 2 (Eades sum-ll theorem) An OD(2n; a; b) constructed from twocirculants exists only if there is a 2  2 integer matrix P satisfying PPT =diag (a; b).The rst asymptotic result of this kind isTheorem 3 (Geramita and Seberry [9]) Given any positive integer k thereexists an integer n so that a W (N; k2) exists for all N > n.Conjecture 1 (Geramita and Seberry [10]) For all odd n, there exists aweighing matrix W (2n; k) for k  2n   1, k = a2 + b2; a; b integers.This conjecture was proved true for orders 2n = 6; 10; 14; : : : ; 30 in [10,p331], where for all the cases exceptW (18; 9),W (30; 9),W (30; 18), andW (30; 25),the matrices can be constructed using two circulant matrices. We give here a twocirculant construction forW (30; 9),W (30; 18) and W (30; 25). A complete search[10] did not give a W (18; 9) constructed using two circulants. We venture toconjectureConjecture 2 For all odd n, there exists a weighing matrix W (2n; k) for k 2n   1, k = a2 + b2; a; b integers constructed from two circulants for almost allk. In fact we believe that if 2n  k is very small compared with n, but not one,then there may not be a two circulants solution. If 2n k is small, compared withn, the two circulants will be able to be constructed from sequences with zero PAF .Otherwise the two circulants will be able to be constructed from sequences with3
zero NPAF . Table 9 illustrates this observation when the variables are replacedby 1.Eades [4] has proved asymptotic existence of many OD(2n; a; b). He has infact proved thatTheorem 4 (Eades [4]) There exists and integer N so that for a+ b  2n  1and a = (x2 + y2)z2, b = (x2 + y2)w2 for x; y; z; w integers, an OD(2n; a; b)exists for all n  N:One of us has proved many of these results can be constructed using twocirculant matrices alone. Hence we conjectureConjecture 3 Except for a small number of cases an OD(2n; a; b) can be con-structed from two circulants exists whenever a+ b  2n  1 and a = (x2+ y2)z2,b = (x2 + y2)w2 for x; y; z; w integers.3 Preliminary ResultsAs the book of Geramita and Seberry [10] is out of print, we quote the follow-ing theorems and lemmas and totally review the existence of weighing matrices,especially though constructed using two circulant matrices.Lemma 1 [10, Lemmas 4.21 and 4.22] Let A and B be circulant matrices oforder n and R = (rij) where rij = 1 if i + j   1 = n and 0 otherwise. ThenA(BR)T = (BR)AT .The following theorem is one of the most important for construction of weigh-ing matrices and orthogonal designs.Theorem 5 (The two circulant construction)[10, Theorem 4.46] If thereexist two circulant matrices A1, A2 of order n satisfying2Xi=1AiATi = fI:If f is the quadratic form P2j=1 sjx2j ; then there is an orthogonal designOD(2n; s1; s2). If f is an integer there exists a W (2n; f).Proof. We use the matrices as followsD =  A1 A2 AT2 AT1 ! or D =  A1 A2R A2R A1 ! : 2We use the following known results, proved in [10], to produce asymptoticresults.Theorem 6 (Kronecker Product) If there exists a W (n; k) and a W (m; `)then there exists aW (mn; k`) by taking the Kronecker product of the two matrices.4
Theorem 7 (Circulant Kronecker Product) If there exists a circulantW (n; k) and a circulantW (m; `) where gcd(n;m) = 1 then there exists a circulantW (mn; k`) by taking the Circulant Kronecker product of the two matrices.Theorem 8 [10, Whiteman, Theorems 4.124 and 4.41] Let q be a primepower. Then there is a circulant W = W (q2 + q + 1; q2). Let p  1(mod 4), pa prime power. Then there are two circulant symmetric matrices R, S of order(p + 1)=2, with R having zero diagonal and all other entries of R and S 1,satisfying RRT + SST = pI:We note that using the R and S of Theorem 8 in Theorem 5 gives aW (p+1; p)for all prime powers p.Theorem 9 [10, Paley, Proof of Lemma 4.34] Let q be a prime. Then thereis a circulant matrix Q, of order q, with zero diagonal and other entries 1. Qsatises QQT = qI   J, QJ = JQ = 0, QT = ( 1)(q 1)=2Q.Theorem 10 [10, (Seberry) Wallis-Whiteman, Theorem 4.124] Let q bea prime power. Then there exists a circulant W (q2 + q + 1; q2).The next useful lemma is well known.Lemma 2 If there exists a circulant W (n; k) there exists a circulant W (pn; k)for all p  1.Proof. We consider the sequence fw1; w2; : : : ; wng. Then, writing 0p 1 for thesequence of p  1 zeros, the sequence fw1; 0p 1; w2; 0p 1; : : : ; wn; 0p 1g gives theanswer. 2Lemma 3 If there exist two circulant matrices which give an OD(2n; a; b) thereexist two circulant matrices which give an OD(2pn; a; b) and anOD(2pn; 2a; 2b) for all integers p  0.Proof. Write 0p 1 for the sequence of p 1 zeros. Suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xngand Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yng are the two sequences of type (a; b) and length n withzero PAF. The sequences of type (a; b) and length pn can be found by consideringthe sequences X 0 = fx1; 0p 1; x2; 0p 1; : : : ; xn; 0p 1g and Y 0 = fy1; 0p 1; y2; 0p 1;: : : ; yn; 0p 1g: If we now form another sequence Y 00 by permuting the rst row ofY 0 by one position (i.e. y0i := y00i+1). Then X 0 and Y 00 are disjoint. Hence X 0+Y 00and X 0   Y 00 are two PAF sequences of length pn and type (2a; 2b). 2Lemma 4 Let a and b be prime powers. Further let p = lcm(a2+a+1; b2+b+1),where gcd(a2 + a + 1; b2 + b+ 1) = 1, and 4m  a2 + b2. Then there exists andOD(n; a2; b2) for n  4m+ p  1.Proof. Use circulants in the appropriate order from Theorem 10. This givescirculant W (a2+a+1; a2) and W (b2+ b+1; b2). Now use Lemma 2 to constructcirculant W (p; a2) and W (p; b2), where p = lcm(a2 + a + 1; b2 + b + 1). Hencethere exists an OD(2p; a2; b2) constructed from two circulants.We now assume that an OD(4m; a2; b2) exists for all 4m  a2 + b2. Hence,by direct sum there exists an OD(n; a2; b2) for n  4m+ p  1. 25
Example 1 This gives the result in Table 11 for OD(2n; 4; 25), n  248,OD(2n; 4; 49), n  426, OD(2n; 9; 16), n  286 and OD(2n; 9; 25), n  420.Remark 1 The W (31; 16) found by Eades [7] is described by the setsP = f8; 12; 14; 15; 20; 22; 23; 26; 27; 29gwhich signify the + elements andN = f1; 6; 10; 11; 19; 21gwhich signify the   elements in the rst row.Dina Torban [22] is described by the setsP = f1; 4; 5; 6; 14; 16; 18; 20; 21; 23; 24; 25; 26; 30; 31gwhich signify the + elements andN = f2; 7; 8; 10; 13; 17; 19; 28; 29; 32gwhich signify the   elements in the rst row.At about the same time as Torban found her matrix Arasu [1] also found acirculant W (33; 25).The W (87; 49) found by Strassler [21] is described by the setsP = f5; 10; 12; 15; 18; 20; 23; 27; 35; 37; 38; 39; 53; 55; 59; 62; 65; 66; 70; 71;73; 74; 76; 80; 83; 84; 85; 86gwhich signify the + elements andN = f1; 2; 7; 11; 14; 16; 17; 24; 25; 30; 32; 36; 45; 49; 50; 52; 54; 77; 78; 81; 82gwhich signify the   elements in the rst row.Strassler [18, 20, 21, 22] also found circulant W (71; 25),W (73; 49),W (87; 49)and W (127; 64) exist and that circulant weighing matrices W (57; 25),W (73; 16),W (91; 16) and W (91; 25) do not exist.The existence of circulant W (n; k), which must have n odd if k is odd is ofconsiderable independent interest. The interested reader is referred to [2, 3, 4, 5,6, 8, 18, 19, 20].Lemma 5 [10, Proof of Theorem 4.142] Suppose there exists a circulantW (n; k), k  n. Then there exist OD(2n; 1; k), OD(2n; 2; 2k), OD(2n; k; k) andOD(2n; k+ 1; k+ 1) constructed from two circulants.Corollary 2 Suppose q is a prime power. Then there exist OD(2(q2+q+1); a; b),constructed from two circulants, for (a; b) = (1; q2); (2; 2q2); (q2; q2) and(q2 + 1; q2 + 1).Remark 2 Theorem 7, Theorem 10 and Remark 1 give us the following circulantmatrices of small order to use in the Lemma 5 and Corollary 2: W (7; 4),W (13; 9),W (21; 16), W (31; 16), W (31; 25), W (33; 25), W (57; 49), W (71; 25), W (73; 49),W (73; 64), W (87; 49), W (91; 4), W (91; 9), W (91; 36), W (91; 81), W (127; 64),W (133; 121), and W (183; 169).Using these results we obtain: 6
1. OD(14; 1; 4), OD(14; 2; 8), OD(14; 4; 4), OD(14; 5; 5),2. OD(26; 1; 9), OD(26; 2; 18), OD(26; 9; 9), OD(26; 10; 10),3. OD(42; 1; 16), OD(42; 2; 32), OD(42; 16; 16), OD(42; 17; 17),4. OD(62; 1; 16), OD(62; 1; 25), OD(62; 2; 32), OD(62; 2; 50), OD(62; 16; 16),OD(62; 17; 17), OD(62; 25; 25), OD(62; 26; 26),5. OD(66; 1; 25), OD(66; 2; 50), OD(66; 25; 25), OD(66; 26; 26),6. OD(114; 1; 49), OD(114; 2; 98), OD(114; 49; 49), OD(114; 50; 50),7. OD(142; 1; 25), OD(142; 2; 50), OD(142; 25; 25), OD(142; 26; 26),8. OD(146; 1; 49), OD(146; 2; 98), OD(146; 49; 49), OD(146; 50; 50),OD(146; 1; 64), OD(146; 2; 128), OD(146; 64; 64), OD(146; 65; 65),9. OD(182; 1; 4), OD(182; 1; 9), OD(182; 1; 26), OD(182; 2; 8),OD(182; 2; 18), OD(182; 2; 72), OD(182; 4; 4), OD(182; 5; 5),OD(182; 9; 9), OD(182; 10; 10), OD(182; 36; 36), OD(182; 37; 37),10. OD(254; 1; 64), OD(254; 2; 128), OD(254; 64; 64), OD(254; 65; 65),11. OD(266; 1; 121), OD(266; 2; 242), OD(266; 122; 122), OD(266; 121; 121),12. OD(366; 1; 169),OD(366; 2; 338),OD(366; 169; 169) andOD(366; 170; 170).Theorem 11 Suppose q is a prime power and q2+ q+ 1 is a prime. Then thereexists a W (2(q2 + q + 1); (q+ 1)2) constructed from two circulants.If, in addition, q2 + q + 1  3(mod 4) then an OD(2(q2 + q + 1); 1; (q+ 1)2)exists.Proof. We form two matrices to use in Theorem 5. Use as one of the matricesA, the circulant incidence matrix of the SBIBD(q2 + q + 1; q + 1; 1) which hasinner product 1 between each pair of rows. As the second matrix use the circulantmatrix Q constructed in Theorem 9 which has weight q2 + q and inner productbetween rows of  1. These two matrices are used in Theorem 5 to give theW (2(q2 + q + 1); (q+ 1)2).If q2 + q + 1  3(mod 4) then the matrix Q described in Theorem 9 is skewsymmetric and so we can multiply A by a variable say x and use another variable,say y to form yI + xQ. These two matrices, A and yI + xQ used in Theorem 5give the OD(2(q2 + q + 1); 1; (q+ 1)2).Corollary 3 There exist W (26; 16), W (62; 36), W (146; 81), W (266; 144) andOD(62; 1; 36). There also exist OD(14; 1; 9), OD(62; 1; 36) and OD(146; 1; 81).All these are constructed using two circulant matrices.An interesting extra property to the next theorem appears in Geramita andVerner [11].Theorem 12 [10, Theorems 2.19 and 2.20] The existence of a skew-symmetricW (n; k) is equivalent to the existence of an OD(n; 1; k).7
The same theorems and paper [11], which lead to the proof of non-existenceof an OD(18; 1; 16), leads us to conjecture:Conjecture 4 There is no OD(k2 + 2; 1; k2) for k even.Denition 1 We dene the sets S = f0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 8; 10; 13; 16; 20; 26g, U = S [f17; 25; 32; 34; 40g, T = U [ f50; 52; 64; 65; 80g,W = f29; 36; 37; 41; 45; 49g, X =W [ f53; 54; 58; 65; 68g and Y = X [ f72; 73; 74; 81; 82; 85g.The results from Geramita and Seberry [10, pp162-163,pp329-336] forOD(2n; 1; 4), and OD(2n; 2; 8) are given in Table 14. We also note, using theconstructions of Geramita and Seberry [10, pp162-163,pp329-336] and the resultsof Table 9, that if there exist two sequences with zero NPAF of length n andtype k, there exist W (2n; k) or OD(2n; k; k) for all orders 2m, m  n, we obtainLemma 6 There exist weighing matrices W (2n; 2k) and directed orthogonaldesigns, OD(2n; k; k) for n = 2a6b10c9d14e18f26g24h34i and k = 2a5b10c13d17e25f26g34h50i, a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h, i non negative integers, constructed from twocirculant matrices.Hence we have as a corollary the results from Geramita and Seberry [10,Lemma 4.99], thatCorollary 4 There exist weighing matrices W (2n; k) and orthogonal designs,OD(2n; k; k) for n  k, k 2 S, S given in Denition 1, n  6 for k = 5, andn  9 for k = 13, constructed from two circulant matrices.4 Sequences with Zero AutocorrelationWe now consider a few constructions which allow new sequences to be constructedfrom those that are already known. The last two theorems are extensions oftheorems used in [10]. Other results, which are new, are inspired by [12].Theorem 13 Suppose X and Y are two disjoint sequences of commuting vari-ables of length n and type (s; t) or of type (0;1) and weight w with zero PAF orNPAF , then there are sequences of length n and type (2s; 2t) or (w;w) respec-tively. These sequences can be used to construct OD(2n; 2s; 2t) or OD(2n;w;w)respectively. If the sequences have zero NPAF the new sequences will have zeroNPAF and length N  n, however if the sequences have zero PAF the newsequences will have zero PAF and length n. Furthermore the new OD(2n;w;w)sequences are directed.Proof. If the original sequences were of type (s; t) use X + Y; X   Y to getthe sequences of type (2s; 2t). If the original sequences were of type (0;1) andweight w use aX + bY and bX   aY  to obtain the directed sequences of type(w;w). 2Corollary 5 OD(2n; 9; 9), n = 15; 17; 19; 21; 23; 25 exist constructed fromtwo circulants. 8
Proof. Using the sequences in Table 9 we nd the result.Example 2 The sequences X =a 0 0 0 a 0 and Y = 0 a 0 b 0-a yield thefollowing sequences with NPAF = 0X + Y =a a 0 b a-a; and X   Y = a-a 0-b a awhich give sequences with NPAF = 0 and type (2; 8) and OD(2n; 2; 8) for all n 6. The sequences X =1 0 1 0 - 0 and Y = 0 1 0 0 0 1 yield the followingsequences with NPAF = 0aX + bY =a b a 0-a b; and bX   aY  =-a-b 0 b-a bwhich give directed sequences with NPAF = 0 and type (5; 5) and OD(2n; 5; 5)for all n  6.Lemma 7 Suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yng are twosequences of commuting variables of type (s; t) or of type (0;1) and weight s+ twith zero PAF or NPAF. Then there are two directed sequences of length N =n(m+2); m  0 which give OD(2N ; s+ t; s+ t). If the sequences have NPAF =0 the last 0p in the construction can be discarded and we get directed NPAFsequences of length N  n(p+ 2)  p; p  0: If the sequences have PAF = 0 weget directed PAF sequences of length n(p+ 2).Proof. Let a and b be commuting variables. Then the sequencesax1; by1; 0p; ax2; by2; 0p;    ; axn; byn; 0payn; bxn; 0p; ayn 1; bxn 1; 0p;    ; ay1; bx1; 0pare the sequences required if X and Y have type (0;1,) and weight s+ t. If X ,Y have variables then setting a = b = 1 gives the required sequences.We note that the term in the autocorrelation function which arises from the xiof X with the yj of Y will appear as axibyj in a[X=0p+1]+b[0=Y=0p] and  ayjbxiin a[Y =0p+1] + b[0=X=0p], where [0=Y=0p] means the interleaved sequence.The construction ensures these terms cancel. 2As the derived sequences are directed their variables can be replaced bysequences.Example 3 1) The sequences 1 1 - and 1 0 1 for X and Y , yield the followingdirected sequences of length 9 and type (5; 5) with NPAF = 0a b 0 a 0 0-a b 0; -a-b 0 0 b 0-a b 0.2) The sequences - 1 1 1 1 and - 1 1 - 0 for X and Y , yield the followingdirected sequences of length 15 and type (9; 9) with PAF = 00 b 0 a b 0-a b 0-a b 0 a-b 0;-a-b 0 a b 0 a b 0 a-b 0 a 0 0.Corollary 6 Suppose q  1(mod 4) is a prime power. Then there exist OD(m(q+1); q; q) for all m  1. 9
Proof. From Theorem 10, for q  1(mod 4) a prime power we have two 0;1sequences of length 12(q + 1) and weight q. We now use these sequences in theprevious lemma to obtain the result.Example 4 Using the appropriate 0;1 sequences in the previous lemma, andfrom Table 9, we multiply the length by 3 and 5 to obtain the new sequences ofTable 1.Type Length Weight New Length New Type and Property0;1 3 5 3m; m  2 (5,5) NPAF(D)0;1 5 9 5m; m  2 ( 9, 9) PAF(D)0;1 7 13 21 (13,13) PAF(D)0;1 9 13 9m; m  2 (13,13) PAF(D)0;1 11 13 11m; m  2 (13,13) PAF(D)0;1 9 17 27 (17,17) PAF(D)0;1 9 17 9m; m  2 (17,17) PAF(D)0;1 11 17 11m; m  2 (17,17) PAF(D)0;1 13 25 39 (25,25) PAF(D)0;1 15 29 45 (29,29) PAF(D)0;1 15 29 75 (29,29) PAF(D)0;1 19 37 57 (37,37) PAF(D)0;1 19 37 95 (37,37) PAF(D)0;1 21 43 63 (41,41) PAF(D)0;1 25 49 75 (49,49) PAF(D)0;1 27 53 81 (53,53) PAF(D)0;1 31 61 93 (61,61) PAF(D)0;1 37 73 111 (73,73) PAF(D)Table 1: Sequences constructed using Theorems of this section.Theorem 14 Suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yng are twosequences of commuting variables of type (s; t) or of type (0;1) and weight wwith zero PAF or NPAF, where at least one of yi and yn+2 i is zero for each i andy1 is zero. Then there are two sequences of length 3n which give OD(6n;w;w),OD(6n; 2w; 2w),OD(6n; 2s; 2w 2s) and OD(6n; 4s; 4w 4s). Furthermore if theoriginal sequences were directed, and both begin with zero, then the new sequencesare also directed. (If X and Y have NPAF = 0, and do not necessarily start withzero, then the sequences obtained may be used to construct an OD(2N ; s+ t; s+ t)for all N  3n.)Proof. Let a and b be commuting variables. Then, with X and Y of type(0;1) and weight w, the sequencesax1; by1; 0p; ax2; by2; 0p;    ; axn; byn; 00; ay1; bx1; 0p; ayn; bxn; 0p;    ; ay2; bx2are disjoint the sequences which can be used to construct the OD(N ;w;w),N =(n   1(p+ 2) + 3, p  0. If X and Y of type (s; t) on the variables c and d, set10
a = b = 1 and using the variables in the sequences we obtain disjoint sequenceswhich give an OD(6n; 2s; 2t). Furthermore, because of the properties of the yiax1; by1 + ay1; bx1; ax2; by2 + ayn; bxn; ax3;    ; axn; byn + ay2; bx2ax1; by1 + ay1; bx1; ax2; by2 + ayn; bxn; ax3;    ; axn; byn + ay2; bx2are the sequences required to construct the OD(3n; 2w; 2w) or setting a = b = 1and using the variables in the sequences we obtain an OD(2N ; 4s; 4w  4s). 2Example 5 Consider the sequences X and Y to be 0 1 1 - 0 and 0 0 1 0 1.These are of length 5, type (0;1) and weight 5 and yield the following sequenceswith NPAF = 00 0 0 a 0 0 a b 0-a 0 0 0 b 0; 0 0 0 0-a 0 0 0-b 0-a b 0 0 b0 0 0 a-a 0 a b-b-a-a b 0 b b; 0 0 0 a a 0 a b b-a a-b 0 b-bwhich may be used to give an OD(4p+ 11; 5; 5), p  0; and an OD(2n; 10; 10),n  12. The sequences a b-a 0 0 ; 0 0 a 0 a which yield an OD(10; 1; 4) givethe following sequences which have zero NPAF0 0 0 a 0 0 b a 0-a 0 0 0 a 0; 0 0 0 0-a 0 0 0-a 0-a b 0 0 a0 0 0 a-a 0 b a-a-a-a b 0 a a; 0 0 0 a a 0 b a a-a a-b 0 a-aand these may be used to construct an OD(4p+ 11; 2; 8), p  0; and anOD(2n; 4; 16), n  12.Use the OD(62; 1; 36) to makeOD(186; s; t) for (s; t) = (36; 36); (37; 37); (72;72) and (74; 74): None of these are new but illustrate the potential.Theorem 15 Suppose there exist two disjoint sequences P and Q of length mwith zero autocorrelation function and type (a; b) or of type (0;1) and weighta + b. Further suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yng are twosequences of commuting variables of type (s; t) or of type (0;1) and weight s+ twith zero PAF or NPAF. ThenPx1 + Qy1; Px2 + Qy2;    ; Pxn +QynQx1   Py1; Qx2   Py2;    ; Qxn   Pynare two sequences of length nm. They are directed if P; Q; X; Y are directed.The new sequences are of type (a(s+ t); b(s+ t)) if X and Y are of type 0;1 or((a + b)s; (a + b)t) if P and Q are of type 0;1. (If P and Q, and X andY , have NPAF = 0 then the sequences obtained may be used to construct anOD(2N ; a(s + t); b(s + t)) and an OD((a + b)s; (a + b)t), respectively for allN  mn.)Corollary 7 Suppose there exist two disjoint sequences P and Q of length n withzero autocorrelation function and type (a; b). ThenA = fP +Q; P;   P +Qg and B = fP + Q;   Q; P  Qgare two sequences of length 3n and type (5a; 5b) which may be used to form anOD(6n; 5a; 5b). If P and Q are directed A and B are directed. If P and Q are11
two disjoint sequences of length n with zero autocorrelation function and of type0;1 and weight a thenA = fxP +xQ; yP;  xP +xQg and B = fxP +xQ;   yQ; xP  xQgare two directed sequences of length 3n and type (2N ; a; 4a) which may be used toform an OD(6n; a; 4a). (If P and Q have NPAF = 0 then the sequences obtainedmay be used to construct an OD(2N ; 5a; 5b) and an OD(2N ; a; 4a), respectivelyfor all N  3n.)Example 6 1) P = fa 0 b 0-a 0g and Q = f0 a 0 0 0 ag are disjoint se-quences with zero NPAF of type (1,4) and length 6. Then there exist sequencesof length n  18 and type (5; 20). 2) P = fa a-a b 0 b 0 0 0 0g and Q =f0 0 0 0 a 0 a b-b-bg are disjoint directed sequences with zero NPAF of type(5,5) and length 10. Then there exist directed sequences of length 30 and type(25; 25). Hence there exists an OD(2n; 25; 25) and an OD(2n; 10; 40) for everyn  30, and an OD(2m; 25; 100) for every m  90: 2Corollary 8 Suppose there exist two disjoint sequences P and Q of length nwith zero autocorrelation function and type (a; b). Then there are two sequencesof length 14n and type (13a; 13b), used to form an OD(28n; 13a; 13b), if P andQ had PAF = 0 and an OD(2n; 13a; 13b), n  14, if P and Q had NPAF = 0.Also, if P and Q had PAF = 0, there are two sequences of length 28n whichare used to form an OD(56n; 17a; 17b). If P and Q had NPAF = 0, the twosequences of length 28n can be used to form an OD(2n; 13a; 13b), n  28. IfP and Q are directed A and B are directed. (If P and Q have NPAF = 0then the sequences obtained may be used to construct an OD(2N ; 25a; 25b) for allN  18n.)Theorem 16 Suppose X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng and Y = fy1; y2; : : : ; yng are twodirected sequences of type (a; a) and length n with zero NPAF or PAF. Furthersuppose that P and Q are sequences of length m with zero NPAF and type (s; t).Then replacing the variables of X and Y by the sequences P and Q gives sequencesof type (as; at) of length N  mn with zero NPAF or length N = mn with zeroPAF .Proof. X and Y being directed ensures that the overlaps in the cross correla-tion in the autocorrelation function by introducing the sequences P and Q arecancelled out. 2Example 7 The directed sequences with zero NPAF c c-c d 0 d;c 0 c d-d-d give an OD(2n; 5; 5), n  6. Replace c by b 0 b and d by b a-bto obtain two sequences,b 0 b b 0 b-b 0-b b a-b 0 0 0 b a-b;b 0 b 0 0 0 b 0 b b a-b-b-a b-b-a bwhich can be used to form an OD(2m; 5; 20), m  18.The directed sequences with zero NPAF c-c d d; c c d-d give anOD(2m; 4; 4) for all m  4. Replace c by b 0 b and d by b a-b to obtain thetwo sequences with NPAF = 0, 12
b 0 b-b 0-b b a-b b a-b ; b 0 b b 0 b b a-b-b-a bwhich can be used to form an OD(2n; 4; 16) for all n  12.See Lemma 9 for applications of this Theorem.Corollary 9 An OD(14n; 4; 36), n  4, exists constructed from two circulants.An OD(154; 9; 81) exists constructed from two circulants.Proof. We use the directed sequences which give an OD(2m; 4; 4) for all m  4from the last example. We then replace the variables by the two sequences oflength 7 which give an OD(14; 1; 9) from Table 5 or the two sequences . Thetheorem then gives the result.For the second result we take the directed sequences of length 11 and type(9; 9) with zero PAF and the sequences of length 7 and type (1; 9) with zero PAF.The theorem then gives the result. 2Example 8 We use the directed PAF (9,9) which exist for lengths 10, 11, 13,15 and 23 with the NPAF (1,4) of length n  3 to get (9,36) of lengths 10n, 11n,13n, 15n and 23n for all n  3. Similarly we use the directed PAF (9,9) with theNPAF (2,8) of length n  6 to get (18,72) of lengths 10n, 11n, 13n, 15n and 23nfor all n  6. We use the directed PAF (18,18) which exist for lengths 19 and 21with the NPAF (1,4) of length n  3 to get (18,72) of lengths 19n and 21n forall n  3.5 Existence of Weighing MatricesWe now review and extend the results of [10] for the existence of W (2n; k),3  n  21.Lemma 8 Suppose k  2n 1 and k = a2+b2 where a and b are integers. Thenthere exists aW (2n; k) for all possible k for n = 3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13; 15; 17; 19; 21.All, except the W (18; 9), which cannot be constructed from two circulants and theW (46; 45), W (54; 9) and W (54; 18), which are not known constructed from twocirculants, are constructed using two circulant matrices.Proof. We consider the orders individually.Case n = 3: Table 13 gives sequences which can be used to obtain the result.Case n = 5: The sequences 0 1 - - 1; - 1 1 1 1 give the required resultfor k = 9. Table 13 gives the sequences which can be used to obtain the otherresults.Case n = 7: The sequences 0 1 1 - - 1 1; 1 - 1 1 1 1 - give the requiredresult for k = 13. Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtainthe other results.Case n = 9: A complete search was not able to nd a W (18; 9) constructedfrom circulants. We give a W (18; 9) in Table 2 for completeness.Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtain the otherresults. 13
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 1 1 - - 1 1 - - 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1 1 - - - - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - - -1 1 - - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 - -1 1 - - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 1 11 - 1 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 -1 - 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 - - 0 0 - 11 - - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 - 1 - 0 01 - - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 1 - 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 - - 0 1 - 1 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - - 1 0 - - 1 1 -0 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 0 1 - 1 - - 0 0 00 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 - 0 00 0 0 0 - 1 1 - 1 - 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 00 0 0 0 - 1 1 - - 1 0 0 - - 0 0 0 -Table 2: The W (18; 9) from [10, p333].Case n = 11: Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtainthe result.Case n = 13: Tables 9 and 13 gives the sequences which can be used to obtainthe other results.Case n = 15: The W(15,9) is (see [10, p325]) found in Table 3.Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtain the otherresults.Case n = 17: Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtainthe results.Ohmori and Miyamoto [16] have found the W (17; 9) given in Table 4.Case n = 19: Tables 9 and 13 give the sequences which can be used to obtainthe other results.Case n = 21: The result for k = 34 is given by Remark 2. Tables 9 and 13 givethe sequences which can be used to obtain the other results. 2In this paper we have for the rst time:Lemma 9 There exist orthogonal designs constructed from two circulants fororders 2n as indicated.1. W (2n; 13), n  9, 5. W (2n; 50), n  302. W (2n; 17), n  13, 6. W (2n; 65), n  423. W (2n; 25), n  18, 7. W (2n; 68), n  404. W (2n; 34), n  24,Proof. Use Table 9 to obtain results 1 to 7. 214
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 - - -0 0 0 1 1 1 - - - 0 0 0 1 1 10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - 0 0 01 1 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 - 11 1 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 - 1 01 1 1 1 0 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 1 0 -0 - 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1 1 - 1 10 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 1 -0 - 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 - 11 0 - 0 1 - - 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 11 0 - 1 - 0 1 1 - 1 0 0 0 1 01 0 - - 0 1 1 - 1 0 0 1 1 0 0- 1 0 0 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0- 1 0 - 1 0 1 1 - 0 1 0 1 0 0- 1 0 1 0 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 1Table 3: The W(15,9) from [10, p325].1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 - - 0 1 - 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 01 1 - 0 0 0 1 0 - 0 - - 1 1 0 0 01 1 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 1 11 1 0 0 0 - - 1 0 0 0 0 0 - - - -1 - 1 0 0 - 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 - 0 1 11 - - 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 - - 11 - 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 0 0 1 0 -1 - 0 - 1 0 - - 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -0 0 1 - 0 0 0 1 0 - - 0 - 1 1 - 00 0 1 0 - 0 - 0 1 0 0 - 1 1 - 0 10 0 0 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 -0 0 0 1 0 - 0 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 1 - 00 0 0 1 0 - 0 0 - 1 1 0 - 1 0 - 10 0 0 0 1 - 0 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 0 1 00 0 0 0 1 - 1 - 1 - 0 - - 0 - 0 0Table 4: The W (17; 9) found by Ohmori and Miyamoto [16]15
Summarizing we haveLemma 10 Write S for the set given in Denition 1. There exist W (2n; k)constructed from two circulants for1. n  14; k 2 fS; 17g;2. n  18; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32g;3. n  24; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32; 34; 40g;4. n  26; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32; 34; 40; 52g;5. n  30; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32; 34; 40; 50; 52g;6. n  42; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32; 34; 40; 50; 52; 64; 65; 80g;7. n  46; k 2 fS; 17; 25; 32; 34; 40; 50; 52; 64; 65; 68; 80g;Proof. The results in Parts 1 to 5 follow immediately for the existence ofsequences with the required weight and NPAF = 0 given in Table 9 and Lemma6. The result in Parts 6 and 7 for k = 65 follows from multiplying the directedOD(2n; 13; 13) which exists for all n  14 with the two sequences of length 3and type (1; 4) which given an OD(2n; 13; 52) and a W (2n; 65) constructed fromtwo circulants for all n  42. The results in Part 7 follows from the existenceof sequences of weight 68 and NPAF = 0 for all lengths  48 constructed usingLemma 3 and the result for weight 34, NPAF = 0 from Table 9, combined withthe existence two sequences of length 23, weight 34 and PAF = 0 from the sameTable. 2We also note from Table 9 that W (2n; 9) exist, constructed from two circu-lants, for 7, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23 and 25 and multiples of these lengths byLemma 3, Table 9 and [13].We haveLemma 11 Let k = a2+ b2; k  2n  1. Then there exist W (2n; k) constructedfrom two circulants except for1. n = 23, k 2 f41; 45g;2. n = 25, k 2 f41; 45g;3. n = 27, k 2 f9; 18; 29; 36; 37; 41; 45; 49; 50g;4. n = 29, k 2 f9; 18; 29; 36; 37; 41; 45; 49; 50; 53g;5. n = 31, k 2 f9; 18; 29; 45; 49; 53; 58g;6. n = 33, k 2 f29; 37; 41; 49; 53; 58; 61; 65g;7. n = 35, k 2 f9; 18; 29; 37; 41; 45; 49; 53; 58; 61; 65; 68g;8. n = 39, k 2 f29; 41; 49; 53; 58; 61; 68; 71; 72g.In addition there exist W (2n; k) not constructed from two circulants for16
Order 2n Non-Existent Unresolved Exists but Commentsfor two for two Unresolved for andCirculants Circulants two Circulants References6 None10 None14 None18 9 None22 None26 None30 None34 None38 None42 None Table 946 41,45 45 Table 950 41,45 Table 954 9,18,W,50 9,18 Table 958 9,18,W,50 9,18 Table 953,5462 9,18,W,53 9,18,29,36,50 Table 9, [3]54,5866 9,18,W,53 9,18,29,36,50 Table 9, [3]54,58,6570 X 29,36,50 Table 9, [3]74 9,18,X,65,72 9,18,29,36,50 Table 9, [3]78 X,72,73,74 29,36,37,50,65 Table 9, [3]82 9,18,X,72 9,18,29,36 Table 9, [3]73,74 37,50,65,6886 9,18,Y 9,18,29,36,37 Table 9, [3]41,50,65,6890 Y 29,36,37,41,50 Table 9, [3]65,6894 9,18,Y,89,90 9,18,29,36,37 Table 9, [3]41,45,50,65,6898 Y,89,90 29,36,41,45,37 Table 9, [3]50,65,68Table 5: Weighing Matrices Exist for all integers k = a2 + b2; k  2n  1 unlessnoted { W , X , Y given in Denition 1.17
w n2 2:::4 4:::5 6:::8 8:::10 12:::13 14:::16 16:::17 18:::18 20:::20 20:::26 28:::32 32:::34 36:::40 40:::52 52:::80 80:::104 104:::128 128:::130 140:::160 160:::
w n29 30; 34; 36; 38; 40; 42; 44; 46; 48; 50; 52; (54); 56(58); 60:::37 38; 42; 44; 46; 48; 50; 52; (54); 56; (58); 60; 62; 64(66); 68; (70); 72:::41 42; 44; (46); 48; (50); 52; (54); 56; (58); 60; 62; 64(66); 68; (70); 72; (74); 76; (78); 80; (82); 84:::45 46; 48; (50); 52; 54; 56; (58); 60; (62); 64; 66; 68; 7072; (74); 76; 78; 80; (82); 84; (86); 88:::50 52; (54); 56; (58); 60:::53 54; 56; (58); 60; (62); 64; (66); 68; (70); 72; (74); 76(78); 80; (82); 84; (86); 88; (90); 92; (94); 96; (98)100; (102); 104; (106); 108; (110); 112; (114:::146)148:::58 60; (62); 64; (66); 68; (70); 72; (74); 76; (78); 80(82); 84; (86); 88; 90; 92; (94); 96; (98); 100; (102)104; (106); 108:::61 62; 64; (66); 68; (70); 72; (74); 76; (78); 80; (82); 84(86); 88; (90); 92; (94); 96; (98); 100; (102); 104; (106)108; (110); 112; (114); 116; (118); 120; (122); 124:::65 (66); 68; (70); 72; (74); 76; 78:::68 68; (70); 72; (74); 76; (78); 80:::72 72; (74:::110); 112; 114; 116; (118:::186); 184:::125 126; 128; (130:::142); 144; (146:::154); 156; (158); 160(162:::166); 168; (170; 172; 174); 176; (178); 180:::Table 6: Update of Craigen's Table 52.29 [3] Weighing matrices W (n; w), a2 6=w = b2 + c2  72, w = 80; 104; 125; 128; 130; 160 (even n only)
18
1. n = 23, k 2 f45g;2. n = 27; 29; 31, k 2 f9; 18g;3. n = 31; 33; 35; 39, k 2 f29g.Proof. We consider the orders individually.Case n = 23: The W (46; 45) is given in [23] and [15]: it is not constructed fromtwo circulant matrices. The results, except for 41, are given in Tables 9 and 13.Case n = 25: The results, except for 41 and 45, are given in Tables 9 and 13.Case n = 27: The designs known for k = 9,18 are not constructed using twocirculants. The results, except for 29,36,37,41,45,50 are given in Tables 9 and 13.Case n = 29: The designs known for k = 9,18 are not constructed using twocirculants. The results, except for 29,36,37,41,45,49,50,53 are given in Tables 9and 13.Case n = 31: The designs known for k = 9,18,29 are not constructed usingtwo circulants. The results, except for 37,45,49,50,53,58 are given in Tables 9and 13. Corollary 3 gives the result for k = 36; 37, Remark 2 gives the result fork = 25; 50 and the result for k = 41 comes from the W (31; 16) and W (31; 25) inRemark 1.Case n = 33: The designs known for k = 29 are not constructed using twocirculants. Remark 2 part 5 gives the result for k = 25; 50: The results, exceptfor 36,37,41,49,53,58,61,65 are given in Tables 9 and 13. We use the directedsequences of length 11 and type (9,9), with PAF=0, and replace the variables bythe sequences a b-a ;a 0 a to obtain sequences of length 33 and type (9; 36).This means we have two sequences which give weights 9, 36 and 45. Furthermorethe sequences of weight 9 can be used in Lemma 3 to obtain two PAF sequencesof length 33 and weight 18.Case n = 35: The designs known for k = 9,18,29 are not constructed using twocirculants. The results, except for 37,41,45,49,53,58,61,65 are given in Tables 9and 13.Case n = 39: The design known for k = 29 is not constructed using twocirculants. There is a circulant W (13; 9) and hence a circulant W (39; 9) and anOD(78; 9; 9) constructed from two circulants. This gives the results for 9 and 18.There are two sequences given in Table 13 which are directed, of length 13 andtype (9,9) which when used with the two sequences of length 3 and type (1; 4)give an OD(78; 9; 36) and hence a W (78; 45) constructed from two circulants.The results, except for 41,49,53,58,61,71,72 are given in Tables 9 and 13. 26 Existence of Orthogonal DesignsTheorem 17 There exist orthogonal designs in order 2n of type:1. (1; 9) constructed using two circulant matrices exists for lengths 9, 11, 17,27, 29, 31, 33, 37, 41, 43, 47 and 51 and their multiples;2. (1; 9) for n  6 (except possibly for n = 9; 11);19
3. (4; 9) constructed using two circulant matrices exists for lengths 19 and 21and their multiples;4. (4; 9) for n  7 (except possibly for n = 9; 11; 13);5. (1; 16) constructed using two circulant matrices exists for lengths 11, 13,15, 17, 19 and 21 and their multiples; an OD(18 : 1; 9), i.e. n = 9, doesnot exist.6. (1; 16) for n  10.Proof. The results that (1,9) does not exist, constructed from two circulants,for lengths 9, 11, 17, 27, 29, 31, 33, 37, 41, 43, 47 and 51 and does exist forlengths 7, 10, 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25, 35, 39 and 45 follows from Table 13 and [13];the existence of (1; 9) for 2n = 12; 14; 16; 20; 24; and 30 gives the remainder ofPart 2.The non-existence of the (4; 9), constructed from two circulants, for lengths7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17 and existence, constructed from two circulants,for lengths19 and 21, comes from Table 13 and [13]; the existence of (4; 9) for 2n = 14 isgiven explicitly above, and the for 2n = 16; 20; 24 and 28 gives the remainderof Part 4.That the (1; 16) does exist, constructed from two circulants, for lengths 11,13, 15, 17, 19 and 21 and does not exist for lengths 9 follows from Table 13 and[13]; the existence of (1; 16) for 2n = 24; 26; 28; 30; 32; 34; 36 and 38 gives theremainder of Part 6. 2For reference we now give details of the existence of orthogonal designs inorder 2n  2(mod 4). The results in Lemma 12 are given in Geramita andSeberry [10, pp329-331], plus the new OD(22; 1; 16),OD(22; 4; 16),OD(26; 4; 16)from Table 13 and the new OD(26; 1; 9) and OD(26; 2; 18) given in Remark 2.Lemma 12 The necessary conditions are sucient for the existence of orthogo-nal designs OD(2n; a; b), 3  n  13, except for possiblyOD(18; 1; 9); OD(18; 4; 9),OD(22; 1; 9); OD(22; 4; 9); OD(22; 9; 9), OD(26; 4; 9) and OD(26; 5; 20). AnOD(18; 1; 16) does not exist. The necessary conditions are sucient for the ex-istence of orthogonal designs OD(2n; a; b), 3  n  13, constructed using twocirculant matrices except for OD(2n; c; d) for (c; d) = (1; 9) or (4; 9), for n = 9or 11 and an OD(18; 1; 16).The OD(14; 4; 9) is given in Table 7 for completeness.The existence or otherwise of OD(2n; a; b), 15  n  27, a + b  2n  1 anda = (x2+ y2)z2, b = (x2 + y2)w2 for x; y; z; w integers, is summarized in Table12. These results have not been previously published.Lemma 13 There exist OD(2n; a; b) for the types given in Table 8.Proof. OD(62; 1; 25) and OD(66; 1; 25) exist from Remark 2. OD(2n; 1; 25)exist for 2n  88 from Theorem 17. The existence of all OD(4m; 1; 25), 4m  28,gives the remainder of the result.OD(62; 1; 36) exists, from Corollary 3, and given the existence of allOD(4m; 1; 36), 4m  40 gives the result for OD(2n; 1; 36) for 2n  50.20
0 x y y y x x x y y y y y yx 0 x x x -y -y -y y y y -y -y -yy x 0 -y -y x -x -x y y -y y y -yy x -y 0 -y -x x -x -y y y -y y yy x -y -y 0 -x -x x y -y y y -y yx -y x -x -x 0 y y -y y y y -y -yx -y -x x -x y 0 y y -y y -y y -yx -y -x -x x y y 0 y y -y -y -y yy y y -y y -y y y 0 -x -x -y x -xy y y y -y y -y y -x 0 -x -x -y xy y -y y y y y -y -x -x 0 x -x -yy -y y -y y y -y -y -y -x x 0 x xy -y y y -y -y y -y x -y -x x 0 xy -y -y y y -y -y y -x x -y x x 0Table 7: The OD(14; 4; 9) from [10, p331]
1. (1; 16) for 2n = 20; 22; 24; 26; 28; 32; 36; 9. (9; 9) for 2n  20;and  40; 10. (9; 36) for 2n  112;2. (1; 25) for 2n = 28; 32; 36; 40; 44; 48; 52; 11. (10; 40) for 2n = 52; 56 and56; 60; 62; 64; 66 and  88;  60;3. (1; 36) for 2n  100; 12. (16; 25) for 2n  104;4. (2; 18) for 2n = 20; 24; 26; 28; 32; 36 and 13. (17; 17) for 2n = 38; 38; 40; 40; 42; 44 and  48;5. (2; 32) for 2n  76; 14. (18; 18) for 2n  76;6. (2; 50) for 2n  112; 15. (25; 25) for 2n  60;7. (4; 16) for 2n  20; 16. (34; 34) for 2n  80.8. (5; 20) for 2n = 28; 32 and  36; 17. (125; 125) for 2n  360.Table 8: Asymptotic existence of sequences with zero autocorrelation function.21
The OD(26; 2; 18) is given in Remark 2. The existence of OD(4m; 2; 18) forall 4m  20 gives the remainder of Part 4.The OD(42; 2; 32) is given in Remark 2. The OD(62; 2; 32) is given by Remark2 Part 4. The circulant construction for OD(22; 1; 16) gives a two circulantsconstruction for OD(66; 2; 32). These, together with the results in orders 4mgives us the results of Table 14 for the existence of OD(2n; 2; 32), 2n  76.The OD(62; 2; 50) is given in Remark 2 Part 4. The OD(66; 2; 50) is given inRemark 2 Part 5. These together with the existence of OD(4m; 2; 50) for 4m  52gives us the results of Table 8 for OD(2n; 2; 50).Examples 7 and 6 give the OD(2n; 5; 20) for all 2n  36. The existence ofOD(4m; 5; 20) for 4m = 28; 32 gives the remainder of the result.We use the directed OD(2n; 9; 9) for n = 10; 11; 13; 15; 17; 19; 21 fromTable 13 to obtain the result for Part 9.Then we replace the variables of these directed OD(2n; 9; 9) by a b-a anda 0 a to obtain the OD(2n; 9; 36) for n = 30; 33; 39; 45; 51; 57; 63. Using theseresults plus the existence of OD(4m; 9; 36) in 4m  48, to obtain OD(2n; 9; 36)for 2n  112.Example 6 and Table 13 give the OD(2n; 10; 40) for all 2n  30: The existenceof OD(4m; 10; 40) for 4m = 52; 56 gives the remainder of the result.From Theorem 10 and Remark 1 there exists an OD(62; 16; 25). Hence as-suming there is an OD(4m; 16; 25) for all 4m  44 we have all OD(2n; 16; 25) for2n  104.The OD(42; 17; 17) is given in Remark 2. The existence of OD(4m; 17; 17)for all 4m  36 gives the remainder of Part 13.We use the OD(2n; 18; 18) for n = 19; 21; 23; 25 from Table 13. Alsowe use the directed OD(2n; 9; 9) for n = 11 from Table 13 and to obtain theOD(2n; 18; 18) for n = 33. Using these results plus the existence ofOD(4m; 18; 18)in 4m  40, we obtain OD(2n; 18; 18) for 2n  76.The sequence with NPAF = 0 which give (34,34) are given in Table 13. (34,34)also exist in lengths 4m  68.We use the directed OD(2n; 25; 25) for n  30 from Table 13 with the directedOD(2n; 5; 5) for n  6 to obtain the result for Part 17.Lemma 14 Orthogonal designs OD(2n; a; b), a+b  2n 1 and a = (x2+y2)z2,b = (x2 + y2)w2 for x; y; z; w integers, exist for orders 30  2n  54, n odd asdescribed in Table 1.Proof. The results given here for OD(2n; a; b) for 2n  26 are summarized inLemma 12 and given in [10].We have OD(2n; 9; 9) for n  20 from Theorem 17.There is an OD(2n; 1; 9) for 2n = 12; 14; 16; 20; 24. The direct sum of thesegives the OD(2n; 1; 9), for all n  12.The OD(62; 2; 32), OD(62; 2; 50) and OD(62; 25; 25) are given by Remark 2Part 4. These, together with the results in orders 4m gives us the results Thereis an OD(2n; 4; 9) for 2n = 14; 16; 20; 24. The direct sum of these gives theOD(2n; 4; 9), for all n  14.The OD(42; 1; 9) is constructed from two circulants. The OD(42; 2; 18) maybe constructed from the two sequences given in Table 13. There is anOD(2n; 2; 18)for 2n = 20; 24; 26; 28; 32; 36. The direct sum of these gives the OD(2n; 2; 18),for all n  20. 22
We have OD(2n; 1; 16) for 2n  20, the OD(2n; 5; 20) for 2n  36, theOD(2n; 10; 40) for 2n  60 and OD(2n; 1; 25) for 2n  88 from Theorem 17.Also from Theorem 17 we note OD(2n; 1; 25) for 2n = 60; 62; 64; 66:The OD(62; 17; 17) exists from Remark 2. The OD(2n; 17; 17) arises for 2n 24 from Lemma 6.The results for OD(2n; 25; 25) for 2n  30 come from Lemma 6.The remaining results come from Lemma 13. 2Table 9 gives sequences with zero non-periodic and periodic auto-correlationfunction. The notation PAF or NPAF indicates which type is given.
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Length Weight Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero9 13 1 0 - 1 - 0 0 1 1 ;- 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 1 NPAF9 17 1 - - 1 1 1 1 - - ;0 - 1 - - - - 1 - PAF11 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 0 - ; 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 - 0 PAF11 13 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 - 1 - ; 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 NPAF11 18 0 1 0 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 ; 0 1 0 1 1 - 1 1 1 - - PAF13 17 1 - 1 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1; NPAF- 0 - 0 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 - 113 25 0 1 - - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1; PAF1 - 1 1 - - - - - - 1 1 -14 17 - 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 - 1; NPAF- 1 0 0 - - 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 -15 9 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 1; PAF0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 0 - 015 18 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 - - 1 1 0 - 1; PAF0 - 0 0 0 1 - 1 - 0 1 1 0 1 115 25 0 1 - 1 0 1 1 1 - - 1 0 - 1 1; PAF1 0 1 1 - - - 1 - 0 1 1 1 1 -15 29 0 1 1 - - 1 - - - - 1 - - 1 1; PAF1 - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - - 1 -17 9 0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0; PAF0 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 017 18 1 1 1 - 1 0 - 0 - 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0; PAF1 - - 1 1 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 0 0 017 25 1 - 0 1 0 1 0 1 - 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 -; PAF0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 1 1 - - - - 1 117 29 0 1 1 1 1 - - 1 - 1 1 1 - 0 1 1 -; PAF- 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 - 1 - - - - 1 118 25 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 - - 1 1 0 1; NPAF1 1 - 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 - 1 1 - - 0 -19 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; PAF0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 - 119 18 0 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 - 1; PAF0 0 - 0 0 0 - - - 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 0 - 119 29 0 1 1 1 - 0 0 1 - - 1 1 - 1 1 1 0 1 -; PAF0 - 1 - 0 1 1 1 1 0 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 - -19 34 1 1 - 1 - 0 - 1 - - 1 1 1 1 - 0 1 1 1; PAF- 1 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 1 - - - 1 - 0 1 1 119 36 - 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 ; PAF1 - - 1 - 1 1 1 - 0 - - - 1 1 1 - - 119 37 0 - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - -; PAF- 1 - 1 1 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1Table 9: Sequences with zero autocorrelation function.24
Length Weight Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero21 9 - 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0; PAF0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 0 0 1 021 18 0 1 1 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 - 0 - 0 1 1 1; PAF0 1 0 - 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 0 0 0 021 29 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 - - 0 - 0 0 1 1 0 1; PAF- 1 - - 0 0 1 1 - - 1 0 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 1 121 36 - 1 - 0 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - 1 0 1 1 1 - 0 1; PAF1 1 - 0 1 1 - - - - 1 - 1 - 0 - - 1 1 0 121 37 0 1 1 - - 1 1 1 1 0 1 - 0 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 -; PAF- - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 0 1 1 0 1 - - - 1 - - 121 41 0 - 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 -; PAF1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 -23 9 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0; PAF0 0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 023 18 - - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0; PAF0 0 1 1 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 29 - 1 0 1 - 1 1 1 0 1 1 - 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 1; PAF0 1 - 0 1 - - - 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 - - 0 123 34 - - - 1 0 1 0 1 - - 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1; PAF0 1 0 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 0 - - 0 0 - 1 0 - 1 1 1 -23 36 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - - - 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 1 - 1; PAF1 - 1 - 1 1 - - - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 - - 1 -23 37 0 1 1 1 0 1 - 1 - 1 - 0 1 1 1 0 - - 1 0 - 1 1; PAF1 0 - - - 0 1 1 - - 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 - 1 - - 1 -24 34 1 - 1 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 - 0 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 - 1; NPAF1 - 1 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - - 0 1 0 - - 1 -24 34 1 - 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 0 - 1 - 1 1 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 - 1; NPAF1 - 1 0 - 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 - - 0 1 0 - - 1 -25 9 - 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0; PAF0 0 0 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 025 18 - 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 0 1 1 1 0; PAF1 0 0 1 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 1 - 0 0 0 1 1 025 29 - 1 1 1 - 0 - 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 - 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 1 1 0; PAF1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 - - 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 - 1 - - 1 0 025 36 0 - 0 - 0 0 1 1 1 - 0 1 - 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 1 -; PAF0 - 0 1 0 0 1 1 - 1 0 1 - - - 0 1 - - - 0 1 1 - 125 37 0 - 0 1 - 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 1 - - 1 1 0; PAF- 0 1 - 1 1 1 0 0 - - 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 - 0 - - 1 - -25 49 0 - - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - -; PAF- - 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 -27 53 0 - 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 - PAF1 - - 1 -;1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - - - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 - - - 11 1 - 1 1Table 9(cont): Sequences with zero autocorrelation function.25
Length Weight Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero30 45 1 1 - - 0 - - 0 - 1 0 1 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 1 - 0 PAF- 1 1 - 0 0 0;1 0 1 1 1 - - - 1 - - 1 1 0 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1 1- 1 0 1 0 0 030 50 1 1 - - - 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 NPAF1 1 0 1 - 0 -;1 1 - - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 1 0 1 - - 1 1 0 1 - 0- - 0 - 1 0 131 61 0 1 - - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - - PAF1 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1;- - - - 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 11 1 - 1 1 1 - - -34 50 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 NPAF0 1 0 0 0 - 0 - 1 - -;1 1 - 1 0 1 1 1 - 0 0 0 - - 1 1 - 1 - - 1 1 -0 - 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 1 135 36 0 1 - 0 1 0 0 1 - 1 0 1 0 0 - 0 1 0 - 0 0 - - PAF- 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 - 0 0;1 1 1 0 1 0 0 - 1 1 0 1 0 0 - - 1 0 1 0 0 - 11 0 - 0 0 - 1 - 0 1 0 037 36 1 1 - - 0 - 0 - 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 - PAF1 0 1 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 0 0;0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 - - 0 0 - 0 - 0 1 - 00 1 0 1 1 - 0 - 0 1 1 - 1 037 72 1 1 - - - - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - - PAF1 1 1 1 1 - - - 1 1 1 - 1 0;0 - 1 - - 1 1 - 1 - - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 - 1 1 - - - 1 - - 1 137 73 0 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 1 1 1 - - PAF- 1 - - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1;- - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 1 - - - - 1 1- 1 1 - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 -40 68 1 - 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 0 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 1 - 1 NPAF- - - - - - 0 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 - 1;- 1 - - 0 1 0 - - 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 - - 1 - 11 1 1 - 1 - 0 1 1 0 - 0 1 1 - 142 65 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 1 - - 1 1 1 - 1 1 - - 0 - NPAF- - 1 1 1 - - - 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 ;1 1 - 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 0 1 - 0 - 1 0 1 - - 1 - 0 -- 0 - 1 0 1 1 1 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 -Table 9(cont): Sequences with zero autocorrelation function.The results given in Table 10 are previously unpublished.In Table 11 the \p" indicates that the result is given here for the rst time.26
Design Length Zero Zero Design Length Zero ZeroNPAF PAF NPAF PAF(1,9) 7 No Yes (2,18) 10 No Yes(4,9) 7 No No (4,9) 10 No No(1,9) 9 No No (9,9) 10 No Yes(1,16) 9 No No (1,9) 11 No No(4,9) 9 No No (1,16) 11 No Yes(9,9) 9 No No (2,18) 11 No No(1,9) 10 No Yes (17) 11 No Yes(1,16) 10 No Yes (9,9) 11 No YesTable 10: The results of an exhaustive search for the existence of OD(2n; a; b)constructed via two circulants.
Type Order(1; 1) n  1(1; 4) n  3(1; 9) n  12(1; 16) n  20(1; 25) n  44(1; 36) n  50 p(1; 49) n  164 p(2; 2) n  2(2; 8) n  6(2; 18) n  18 p(2; 32) n  38 p(2; 50) n  56 p(4; 4) n  4(4; 9) n  14(4; 16) n  10
Type Order(4; 25) n  248 p(4; 36) n  42 p(4; 49) n  426 p(5; 5) n  6(5; 20) n  18 p(8; 8) n  8(8; 18) n  32 p(8; 32) n  20 p(8; 50) n  246 p(9; 9) n  10 p(9; 16) n  286 p(9; 25) n  420 p(9,36) n  112 p(10,10) n  10(10,40) n  30 p
Type Order(13,13) n  14 p(13,52) n  42 p(16,16) n  16(16,25) n  52 p(17,17) n  24 p(17,68) n  72 p(18,18) n  36 p(20,20) n  20(25,25) n  30 p(26,26) n  26(34,34) n  40 p(50,50) n  60 p(65,65) n  84 p(125,125) n  180 pTable 11: The existence of OD(2n; a; b)27
Order Unsolved Comment6 none10 none14 none OD(14; 4; 9) not constructed from twocirculants.18 (1,9),(4,9) Exhaustive search indicates OD(18; 1; 9) andOD(18; 4; 9) cannot be constructed fromtwo circulants. OD(18; 1; 16) is non-existent.22 (1,9),(2,18),(4,9) Exhaustive search indicates OD(22; 1; 9)OD(22; 2; 18) and OD(22; 4; 9)cannot be constructed from two circulants.26 (4,9) OD(26; 5; 20) is non-existentExhaustive search indicates OD(26; 4; 9)cannot be constructed from two circulants.30 (1,25),(2,18),(4,25),(8,18) Exhaustive search indicates OD(30; 4; 9)(9,16),(5,20) cannot be constructed from two circulants.34 (1,25),(2,18),(4,25),(8,18) Exhaustive search indicates OD(34; 1; 9)(8,18),(9,16),(5,20) and OD(34; 4; 9) cannot be constructedfrom two circulants.38 (1,25),(1,36),(2,32),(4,25)(9,16)42 (1,25),(1,36),(4,25),(4,36)(8,18),(9,16),(9,25),(16,25)46 (1,25),(1,36),(2,32),(4,25)(8,18),(9,16),(9,25),(9,36)(16,25),(17,17)50 (1,25),(1,36),(2,32),(4,25)(8,18),(9,16),(9,25),(9,36)(16,25)54 (1,25),(1,36),(1,49),(2,32) Exhaustive search indicates OD(54; 1; 9)(2,50),(4,25),(4,36),(4,49) cannot be constructed from two circulants.(5,45),(8,18),(9,16),(9,25)(9,36),(10,40),(16,25)(16,36),(18,32),(25,25)58 (1,36),(1,49),(2,32),(2,50) Exhaustive search indicates OD(58; 1; 9)(4,25),(4,36),(4,49),(5,45) cannot be constructed from two circulants.(8,18),(9,16),(9,25),(9,36)(10,40),(16,25),(18,32),(25,25)62 (1,49),(4,25),(4,36),(4,49) Exhaustive search indicates OD(62; 1; 9)(5,45),(8,18),(8,50),(9,16) cannot be constructed from two circulants.(9,25),(9,36),(9,49),(16,36)(16,49),(18,32),(18,50),(25,36)(29,29)66 (1,49),(1,64),(2,32),(2,50) Exhaustive search indicates OD(66; 1; 9)(4,25),(4,36),(4,49),(5,45) cannot be constructed from two circulants.(8,50),(9,16),(9,25),(16,25)(16,36),(18,32),(25,36),(29,29)Table 12: The existence of OD(2n; a; b), 3  n  33.28
Length Type Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero1 (1,1) a; b NPAF2 (2,2) a b; a -b NPAF (D)3 (1,4) a b -a; a 0 a NPAF4 (4,4) a a b -b; a -a b b NPAF (D)6 (2,8) a b -a a 0 a; a b -a -a 0 -a NPAF6 (5,5) a a -a b 0 b; a 0 a b -b -b NPAF (D)7 (1,9) b -b a b -b 0 0; PAFb -b -b -b -b 0 07 (1,9) a b b -b b -b -b; PAF0 b b 0 b 0 08 (8,8) a a -a a b b b -b; NPAF (D)a -a -a -a b -b b b9 (5,5) a b 0 a 0 0 -a b 0; PAF (D)-a -b 0 0 b 0 -a b 010 (1,9) a 0 -b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0; PAFb -b -b b b 0 b 0 b 010 (1,16) b b b -b -a b -b -b -b 0; PAFb -b b b 0 b b -b b 010 (9, 9) a -b -b b a b b -b a 0; PAF (D)b a -a -a b -a a a b 010 (10,10) a -a -a a b a b b b -b; NPAF (D)a -a -a -a b -a b -b -b b10 (2,18) a b -b b -b -b b b b b; PAFa -b b -b -b b b -b -b -b10 (4,16) a b -a a -a a -a -a b a; NPAFa b -a a a a a a -b -a11 (1,16) a b -b b b b -b -b -b b -b; PAFb -b 0 -b -b -b 0 0 0 -b 011 (9,9) a b 0 b b 0 a b -a -b -a; PAF (D)b -a b a -b 0 a a 0 a -b12 (4,16) b 0 b -b 0 -b b a -b b a -b; NPAFb 0 b b 0 b b a -b -b -a b13 (9,9) a -a a a -a -a 0 0 a a 0 a 0; PAF (D)b -b b b -b -b 0 0 b b 0 b 013 (1,16) a b 0 b -b 0 0 0 0 b -b 0 -b; PAFb -b -b 0 0 b b 0 b b b -b b14 (13,13) a a a b -a a a -b -a a -a b 0 b; NPAF (D)a 0 a b -b b -a -b -b b a -b -b -b15 (9,9) 0 -b 0 a b 0 -a b 0 -a b 0 a b 0; PAF (D)0 a -b 0 a b 0 a b 0 a -b 0 -a 0Table 13: Designs from sequences29
In Table 13 the results for (1,1), (2,2), (1,4), (4,4), (2,8), (5,5), (8,8), (4,16),(10,10) and (13,13) are given in [10, Table H.3]. We give them here for complete-ness. The remaining results are new. Also in Table 13 the notation NPAF (D)or PAF (D) denotes that the sequences we give are directed.Length Type Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero17 (9,9) a b b-b a 0-a 0-a 0 b 0 b 0 0 0 0; PAFb-a-a a b 0-b 0-b 0-a 0-a 0 0 0 018 (5,20) a b-a a 0 a a b-a 0 0 0-a-b a a 0 a; NPAFa b-a a 0 a 0 0 0-a 0-a a b-a-a 0-a19 (2,18) b b b-b b-b a b-b 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0; PAFb b b-b b b-a-b-b 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 019 (4,9) a a 0 0 b-b-b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0; PAFa-a b 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0-b 0 0 b19 (8,18) a a b 0 b-b-b-b 0 0 b a-a b b b 0 0 0; PAFa a-b 0 b-b-b b 0 0-b-a a-b b-b 0 0 019 (9,9) 0 0 b 0 0 0-a-a b 0 0 0 0-b-a-b 0 b-b; PAF0 0-a 0 0 0-b-b-a 0 0 0 0 a-b a 0-a a19 (17,17) a b-a a-a 0-b b-a-a a a a b-b 0 b b b; PAF (D)a a a 0-a a-b-b-b b b a-a 0 b-b b a-b19 (18,18) a-a-b a-b a a a-b 0-a-b-b b a b-a-b b; PAF (D)a-a b a-b a-a-a b 0-a-b-b-b-a-b-a b-b20 (8,32) a b-a a-a a-a-a b a a b-a a a a a a-b-a; NPAFa b-a a-a a-a-a b a-a-b a-a-a-a-a-a b a21 (1,9) b 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0-b 0 0-b 0 0; PAF0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0-b 0 0 b 021 (2,18) a b 0 b b 0 b 0 0-b b 0 b 0 0-b 0 0-b 0 0; PAFa-b 0 b-b 0 b 0 0-b-b 0 b 0 0-b 0 0-b 0 021 (4,9) a b b-b 0-b 0 a 0 0 0 0 0-b 0 0 0 0 b 0 0; PAFa 0 0 0 b 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b-a 0 0 0 0 0 021 (9, 9) a b 0 a 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0-a-b 0-a b 0; PAF (D)0 a b 0-a b 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0-b 0 a-b21 (18,18) b a-a 0 a a-b-b-a-b a-a b-b 0-b-b a b 0 a; PAF (D)b 0-a b a a 0 a-a-b b a-b a a b b 0-b b-a23 (2,18) a b-b 0 b 0 0 0 b b b-b b-b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0; PAFa-b b 0-b 0 0 0-b-b-b-b b b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 (4,36) a b-b-b b b-b a b b b-b b-b 0 0 0 b b-b-b-b-b; PAFa b-b b b-b b-a b b b-b b-b 0 0 0-b-b b b b b23 (9, 9) a 0 a 0 a b-b-b-a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 0; PAF (D)0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0-b 0 b-a-a a-b 0-b 0-b23 (18,18) a b a b a b-b-b-a-a a 0 0 0 0 0 b b-b a a-a b; PAF (D)a-b a-b a b-b-b-a a a 0 0 0 0 0-b b b-a-a a-b24 (17,17) a-a a 0-a 0 0 0 a a a-b a-b 0 b b 0-b 0 b b-b b; NPAF (D)a-a a a 0-a 0 a a 0-a-b-a-b-b-b 0 0 0 b 0-b b-b25 (2,18) b b-b 0 0 0 0 a b 0 0 0-b 0 0 0 0 0-b 0 b b b 0 0; PAFb b-b 0 0 0 0-a b 0 0 0-b 0 0 0 0 0 b 0 b-b b 0 025 (4,36) b b-b 0-b b b a b b-b b-b b 0 0 0 0-b-b b b b b-a; PAFb b-b 0 b-b-b a b-b b-b-b-b 0 0 0 0-b b b b b-b a30
Table 13(cont): Designs from sequencesLength Type Sequences with zero autocorrelation function Zero25 (9,9) 0-a 0 0 0 0 a b 0 0 0 a-b 0 0 0 a-b 0 0 0 a b 0 0; PAF0-b 0 0 0 0 b-a 0 0 0 b a 0 0 0 b a 0 0 0 b-a 0 025 (18,18) 0-a 0-b 0 0 a b b-a 0 a-b b a 0 a-b b a 0 a b b-a; PAF0-a 0 b 0 0 a b-b a 0 a-b-b-a 0 a-b-b-a 0 a b-b a26 (26,26) b b b-b-b b b b-b b-b-b-a-b-a a-a a a-a-a a-a NPAF (D)-a-a-ab b b b-b b b-b-b b-b b-a b-a-a a-a a a a-a-aa a a30 (10,40) a b-a-a-b a-a-b a a b-a a 0 a a b-a a 0 a a 0 NPAFa a 0 a-a 0-a;a b-a-a-b a-a-b a-a-b a a 0 a-a-b a a 0 a-a 0-a-a 0-a a 0 a30 (25,25) a a-a b a b a b-b-b a a-a b 0 b 0 0 0 0-a-a a NPAF (D)-b a-b a b-b-ba a-a b a b a b-b-b 0 0 0 0-a 0-a-b b b a a-ab-a b-a-b b b37 (36,36) a a-a-a-b-a b-a a a b a-b-b a a-b a-b a b-b-a PAF (D)a b a b b-b-a-b a b b-b b 0;0-a a-a-a b a-b a-a-a b-a b-b a-a b a b a b ba a b-a b b-b-a-b a-b-b b b40 (34,34) a-a a a 0-a 0 a a 0-a a-a a a a-b b-b-a b a-a a NPAF(D)-b-b-b-b-b-b 0 b b 0-b 0 b b-b b;-a a-a-a 0 a 0-a-a 0 a a a a a a b-b b-a-b a-a ab b b-b b-b 0 b b 0-b 0 b b-b b42 (13,52) a c-a a c-a a c-a a 0 a-a-c a a c-a a c-a-a 0-a NPAF-a-c a a c-a-a-c a a 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 aa c-a 0 0 0 a c-a a 0 a-a 0-a a 0 a-a-c a-a 0-a-a 0-a a 0 a a c-a-a 0-a-a 0-a-a 0-aTable 13(cont): Designs from sequencesType 2n(1,1) 2...(1,4) 6...(1,9) 12, 14, 16, (18), 20, (22), 24...(1,16) 20...(1,25) 28, (30), 32, (34), 36, (38), 40, (42), 44, (46), 48, (50), 52, (54), 56,(58), 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, (70), 72, (74), 76, (78), 80, (82), 84, (86), 88...(1,36) 40, (42), 44, (46), 48, (50), 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, 62, 64, (66), 68, (70),72, (74), 76, (78), 80, (82), 84, (86), 88, (90), 92, (94), 96, (98), 100...(2,2) 4...(2,8) 12...(2,18) 20, (22), 24, 26, 28, (30), 32, (34), 36...Table 14: The existence of selected OD(2n; a; b), a + b  6831
Type 2n(2,32) 36, (38), 40, 42, 44, (46), 48, (50), 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, 62, 64, 66,68, (70), 72, (74), 76...(2,50) 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, (70), 72, (74), 76, 78, 80, (82), 84(86), 88, 90, 92, (94), 96, (98), 100, 102, 104, (106), 108, (110), 112...(4,4) 8...(4,9) 14, 16, (18), 20, (22), 24, (26), 28...(4,16) 20, (22), 24...(4,36) 40, (42), 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, (62), 64, (66), 68, 70,72, (74), 76, 78, 80, (82), 84...(4,49) (54), 52, (54...794), 796, 798, 800, (802...850), 852...(5,5) 12...(5,20) 28, (30), 32, (34), 36...(5,45) 52, (54...94), 96, 98, 100, (102...122), 124, 126, 128, (130...146), 148...(8,8) 16...(8,18) 28, (30), 32, (34), 36, 38, 40, (42), 44, (46), 48, (50), 52, (54), 56, (58),60, (62), 64...(8,32) 40...(9,9) 20...(9,16) (26), 28, (30...542), 544, 546, 548, (550...570), 572...(9,25) 36, (38), 40, (42...802), 804, 806, 808, (810...838), 840...(9,36) 48, (50), 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, (62), 64, 66, 68, (70), 72, (74), 76, 78, 80,(82), 84, (86), 88, 90, 92, (94), 96, (98), 100, 102, 104, (106), 108, 110,112...(9,81) 92, (94...150), 152, 154, 156, (158...242), 244...(10,10) 20...(10,40) 52, (54), 56, (58), 60...(13,13) 28...(13,52) (66), 68, (70), 72, (74), 76, (78), 80, (82), 84...(16,16) 32...(16,25) (42), 44, (46), 48, (50), 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, 62, 64, (66), 68, (70),72, (74), 76, (78), 80, (82), 84, (86), 88, (90), 92, (94), 96, (98), 100,(102), 104...(17,17) 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, (46), 48...(18,18) 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, (46), 48, 50, 52, (54), 56, (58), 60, (62), 64, 66, 68,(70), 72...(18,72) 92, (94...110), 114, 116, (118), 120, (122), 124, 126, 128, (130...150), 152,154, 156, (158...186), 188, 190, 192, (194...202), 204...(20,20) 40...(25,25) 52, (54), 56, (58), 60...(26,26) 26...(34,34) 68, (70), 72, (74), 76, (78), 80...Table 14(cont): The existence of selected OD(2n; a; b), a+ b  68.References[1] K. T. Arasu, private email communication to J. Seberry, 22nd July 1996.32
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